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The biggest lake in California cascaded into existence when a 
poorly built levee broke along the Colorado River. The result: a 
flood of Biblical proportions that submerged every home in its 
path, and filled the Salton Sea, 227 feet below sea level. 

The Salton Basin was a prehistoric seabed located in 
Southern California. During the mid 1800s the Salton Basin was 
home to several small farms, homesteads, and communities. 
When the levee broke in 1905 the river spilled nearly its entire 
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flow into the desert. The flood carved a channel for several 
miles across the desert floor and came to rest at one of the 
lowest points on the continent, with a 400-square-mile radius 
under more than 7 million acre-feet of water. Some of the flow 
continued even farther south, creating sulfur wetlands that 
stretch on for miles. 

From the 1920s to the 1970s tourists enjoyed the saline 
lake, and it garnered a reputation as a popular recreational 

destination. As a result, towns and resorts sprang up and 
flourished along its nearly 115 miles of shoreline. In 1976 
a tropical storm flooded the lake submerging much of the 
development, beachfront trailerparks, and businesses, and left 
in its wake a surreal landscape of half-buried buildings and 
telephone poles.

Today the Salton Sea is a stagnant remnant of its former self. 
Surrounded by salt-encrusted and half-buried structures, it’s a 
reminder of failed business ventures and poor public planning. 
Its main tributary, the New River, which flows from northern 
Mexico, is fraught with raw sewage and industrial waste. The 
bacteria from this flow has curtailed the fish population, leaving 
rings of their little cadavers along its shores. Still, many bird 
and marine species thrive in these rare, saline wetlands. Even 

› sulfur springs
A mile south of the Salton Sea, lies a large 
field of sulfur springs. These springs are 
part of what give the Salton Sea its distinct 
aroma. The two sulfur mounds behind the 
spring are about 6 feet high, and in the 
distance you can see the rising moon. 

some humans remain, despite the area’s many setbacks. 
During my most memorable trip to the Salton Sea in July 

2007, the temperature along the shores of the once popular 
resort town, Bombay Beach, reached 115 degrees Fahrenheit 
at 90 percent humidity. Being 227 feet below sea level, the air 
was hot and fouled with the stench of rotting fish lining the 
shores. The flies were so thick that every time I opened the car 
door, even for a second, a dozen would swarm in. The extreme 
heat and humidity made my cameras slippery and difficult to 
operate. The perspiration covering my face, hair, and hands 
made it difficult to grab and hold onto anything and look through 
a viewfinder without getting the camera wet. Stepping outside of 
the air-conditioned car for more than minutes was impossible. 

Strangely enough, I can’t wait to go back. 

IF HeLL HAD WAteR
Jeff Bandy visits California’s largest and most desolate lake. jpgmag.com/people/samdiego

Experience the Salton Sea area & other wild sightings.



Tell us about YOUR neighborhood at jpgmag.com/write/where

BALLOUNEH, LEBANON
Shannon Dagher talks about her life in
a war-torn country. 
jpgmag.com/people/sdagher
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When Shannon Dagher first visited Lebanon in 2005, just a 
few months after former prime minister Rafik Hariri was 
assassinated in Beirut, she wasn’t scared. After all, this was 
her husband’s homeland. But even before marrying a native, 
Dagher had had some knowledge of the country thanks to her 
studies in cultural anthropology. That openness, undoubt-
edly, helped her develop the incredibly deep fondness she 
has for this country, despite the endless war, lack of a postal 
system, and woefully unreliable electricity. She longs to live 
permanently in Lebanon, but political unrest and an unstable 
economy makes it impossible. She explains why living in 
Lebanon is worth the sacrifice. 

What city do you live in? Which neighborhood?
My husband’s family and I live in Ballouneh in Mount Lebanon. 
The town is situated perfectly between the Bay of Jounieh (on 
the Mediterranean Sea) and Faraya (Lebanon’s popular skiing 
village). 

How would you describe your neighborhood?
Ballouneh is undergoing a period of change. It used to be more 
of a sleepy community; people lived there, but worked else-
where. It was a lot smaller, but now it’s growing rapidly. People 
love the mild weather, scenic views, peace and quiet, and close 
proximity to Beirut  —but it also offers distance from Beirut’s 
violence. More Beirutis are moving up the mountain, especially 
since the 2006 Israeli War.

How long have you lived there, and what brought you there?
I first came in June 2005, after my “jaouzeh” (“husband” in 
Arabic) and I were married. That was the first time I got to meet 
most of my new family. In the United States, we live in Glendora, 
Calif., a foothill community in Los Angeles County with a large 
Middle-Eastern community. We try to spend winters and sum-
mers in Ballouneh when politics allow—but often the militant 
dissident groups in Lebanon tend to start fighting as summer 
begins, attempting to ruin the tourist season for their enemy, 
the Lebanese government.

What are the best and worst aspects of this place?
After a long, hot, noisy day spent driving around Beirut, return-
ing to Ballouneh is so cleansing. The air gets cooler with every 
minute you drive, and when you bank around the windy road out 
of Jeita and into Ballouneh, it feels like its own private universe. 
I love that.

I wish it were economically possible to make a secure living 
in Lebanon, but it has never had a chance to stabilize. Every 
living generation has grown up with war. The country is smaller 
than Rhode Island, so there is no escaping civil unrest. The elec-
tricity is also notoriously unreliable. For example, to blow dry 
my hair, we have to unplug the refrigerator. And no addresses or 
street names anywhere—that’s weird. 

Regardless of raging war and a struggling government, life goes 
on. Nightclubs stay open, restaurants are packed every night, 
schools and government offices function even as bombs drop. If 
the Lebanese waited until things were perfectly stable, no one 
would ever go outside. People use discretion, though. Parents 
keep their kids out of school if there is “bad” fighting nearby, 
and eat in on nights like that.

Do you feel that you belong there? 
Yes and no. I immediately feel at home when we land in Beirut 
and I arrive at our house. I love the sights, sounds, and smells. 
It truly is my favorite place in the world. But it is hard to adjust 
to the constant stares. As a Caucasian woman, I have never 
experienced being “the odd one out.” I realized early on that for 
many, I was the first white person, or American, they had seen 
in real life. I am very aware of that, and put a lot of effort into 
being polite, politically correct, and friendly. I smile a lot, so as 
not to appear rude or snooty. It can be very taxing, but it’s worth 
it. Once I talk to them, most people are surprised to realize (as I 
did) that I am just like them.

What’s a common misconception about where you live?
The Middle East in general is misunderstood and shrouded in 
mystery to many Americans. Even some of my own family and 
friends are quite blown away that I travel to, live in, and embrace 
such a place. They think it’s dangerous, with terrorists on every 
corner, you know, just hanging out. Most of my friends or ac-
quaintances all asked the same question, “Aren’t you scared??!!” 
And my answer was always, “No! Never!” I am not naïve, and I 
am careful, but in reality, everyone I have met in Lebanon has 
been exactly like my family and friends. People tend to fear the 
unknown. I knew so much about the region, the country, the his-
tory and politics, that I was never afraid to go to Lebanon. In fact, 
I was afraid only of meeting my new in-laws!

What aspect of your city do you secretly love?
How everyone knows each other, or is in some way related, even 
if only distantly. 

01› backyard
Our family’s backyard in Ballouneh, Lebanon. 
Technically, we live in the first underground apartment, 
but all the bedrooms open to this back patio.

02› roadside vendor
We pulled off the Autostrade—the main highway in 
Lebanon—to buy drinks from one of the many small 
vendors along the coastal highway.

03› coffee break
A new, extremely popular Starbucks Coffee in Jeita, 
Lebanon, charges prices similar to those in the West 
even though the average Lebanese monthly income is 
just $200.

04› 100-year-old tiles
Old Lebanese tiles, in a traditional Arabic design. These 
tiles are original and date back over 100 years.

Learn about neighborhoods of the world in our Where I’m At section.
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Rockers to Swallow
This photo was taken at the 2006 Coachella Music Festival in Indio, Calif. I’m a big fan 
of the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, so I wanted to capture something unique that was a reflection 
of the band and their music. I decided to experiment and try something new. I used 
an inexpensive panoramic camera and a spot meter to set the exposure with color 
reversal film that was cross processed during the developing. 

By Todd M. Duym
jpgmag.com/photos/869540
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Firebreathers to Flappers: meet the performers in our On Stage gallery.



A lesson in cultural history from the editor of “Smithsonian.”



Communities, campaigns, propaganda, protests & new democracies.



Our members’ shots of the campaign trail.



Haitians find new lives in the Dominican Republic.



Inside-Outside
I was at the annual 4th of July Coney Island Balloon Glow in 
Cincinnati. I was taking pictures of other balloons and came 
across this rainbow-colored balloon called Skittles. I asked 
the owner, Jim Storch, if I could take a picture, and he gave 
me one minute. This shot was taken inside the balloon, just 
before it was filled with hot air. 

By Dennis Camp
jpgmag.com/photos/774746

Geometry

GALLeRY

Geometry doesn’t always have to be about 
math. It can mean minimalism, repetition, 
color, plants, architecture, and people. It’s 
all about shapes and their arrangement. 

The beauty of Geometry revealed.



IteMs We cARRY

What do you carry? Spill it out at: jpgmag.com/themes/115
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It started with a photo. I like information graphics 
and laying things out piece by piece, a tendency 
that comes from a lifetime of disassembling and 
reassembling things. The habit goes back to my all-
time favorite toy and one I believe every child should 
play with: Legos.

My wife and I were headed to Key West, Fla., to 
get hitched and I wanted to post a virtual “studio 
closed” sign. So I used a photo of the items I most 
often traveled with as the basis of the online notice, 
and I noticed the items were color-coordinated. 
Friends from San Francisco, Daniel “Diamond” 
Dent and Gareth Spor, encouraged me to start a 
Flickr pool, and The Items We Carry was born. It’s a 
wonderful look at the things we believe we can’t live 
without. It defines a period of time, and the objects 
change as time passes. 

01 Field notes notebook (fieldnotesbrand.com)
02 Samsung cell phone 
03 Wedding ring
04 Middle finger ring
05 Staedtler Triplus Fineliner fiber tip pen in “Carbon Grey”
06 Ben Sherman leather wallet I’ve been using for 7+ years
07 IBM 64mb USB memory drive
08 Stock iPod shuffle earphones
09 Crank Brothers (the Apple of bike component  
     manufacturers) multi tool for bicycles 
10 Suunto T1 watch and heart rate monitor
11 Classic business cards from my design studio 
     Weightshift and Muji business card holder.
12 The best iPod ever, the ipod shuffle
13 My handy old canon sd110 Powershot Elph

The Essentials
to kick off our new feature “items we carry,” we asked 
designer naz hamid to show us his portable necessities. 
Check out Naz’s items below and find out how he made the concept into a design-
geek meme. Then go to jpgmag.com to share what you don’t leave home without!
jpgmag.com/people/absenter

Write your own book review at: jpgmag.com/themes/122

booK RePoRt

“Gonzo” is a visual biography of iconic author and journalist 
Hunter S. Thompson. This gem offers a personal glimpse of 
the writer through stunning photography, much of it previously 
unpublished and shot by Thompson himself.

Assembled in scrapbook style and peppered with writing 
and memorabilia, it’s a quick read and incredibly stimulating 
visually. From his encounter with the hitchhiker who fashioned 
a suitcase from a gas can (to encourage passersby to believe he 

just needed to get to the next service station) to the bits on  
The Curse of Lono, I loved every inch of this book.

The publishers at AMMO printed just 3,000 copies of 
“Gonzo,” and began collaborating with Thompson before his 
untimely death. The printing and packaging are gorgeous, 
and it includes a limited edition, gallery-quality photograph by 
Thompson. Long a hero of adventurous writers, Thompson  
will now inspire a new generation of photographers. 

A Graphic Look at “Gonzo”
a visual biography of america’s wildest journalist
By  Cassandra Fogal  jpgmag.com/people/cassiebou
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Real recommendations from our community.



FeAtUReD MeMbeR

JPG       s
Pascal Fellonneau

location: Bordeaux, France.

i love to shoot: Deserted areas.

my day job: Photographer, webmaster 
and editor of GetThePicture photo collective: 
getthepicture.free.fr

my favorite camera: The one I’m 
currently using: Nikon F3. I also have a Nikon 
FE2, a Canon G5, a Canon 350d, and I often 
borrow a Mamiya 7 II that I enjoy.

my dream photo location: Scandinavia.

my deepest fear: Dogs.

i listen to: These days: Jimmie Rodgers, 
Magna Antologia del Flamenco, some Mexican 
boleros and “Theme Time Radio Hour” with Bob 
Dylan on XM radio.

the last thing i shot: The bay of Arcachon 
at low tide in the southeast of France.

i love jpg because: I can meet very 
pleasant people and very good photographers 
such as Michael Ast, Llorenç Rosanes, Claudia 
Luthi, Torild Hoyland, Alexis Gerard… I think it 
would be tiresome to enumerate them all. I have 
to admit that I also use JPG for feedback on my 
images and to test them. 

jpgmag.com/photos/944895 jpgmag.com/photos/246220

who else could be the magazine’s first
“featured member” besides one of our most
prolific, talented, and participatory members?
meet pascal.
jpgmag.com/people/pascalf An interview with a standout member, and more!
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